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PART III. Book III.: The Central Nervous System. $1.75.

PART IV. Book IV. (continued) and Book V. The Tissues and Mechanisms of Reproduction. $2.00.


An Elementary Treatise on Theoretical Mechanics. By Professor Alexander Zuw, of the University of Michigan. 2d ed. 8vo. $1.25.

Inorganic Chemistry for Beginners. By Sir Henry Roscoe, P.R.S., assisted by Joseph Lunt, B.Sc. (Victoria). Globe 8vo. 75c.
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This Company owns the Letters-Patent No. 186,787, granted to Alexander Graham Bell, January 30th, 1877, the scope of which has been defined by the Supreme Court of the United States in the following terms:

The patent itself is for the mechanical structure of an electric telephone to be used to produce the electrical action on which is the first patent rests. The third claim is for the use in such instruments of a diaphragm, made of a plate of iron or steel, or other material capable of inductive action: the fifth, of a permanent magnet constructed as described with a coil upon the end or ends nearest the plate; the sixth, of a sounding box as described; the seventh, of a speaking or hearing tube as described for conveying the sounds; and the eighth, of a permanent magnet and plate combined. The claim is not for these several things in and of themselves, but for an electric telephone in the construction of which these things or any of them are used.

This Company also owns Letters-Patent No. 463,669, granted to Emilie Berliner, November 17, 1891, for a combined Telephone and Telegraph, and controls Letters-Patent No. 474,381, granted to Thomas A. Edison, May 3, 1892, for a Speaking Telegraph, which cover fundamental inventions and embrace all forms of microphone transmitters and of carbon telephones.
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DAMELL & UPHAM, 283 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
stance, experiment 7, coming under the head of "Various Ways of Inducing Chemical Change." The student is told to mix together potassium chloride, sugar, and concentrated sulphuric acid, these directions being followed by an interpolation mark, which is presumably intended to prevent the student an explanation of what has taken place. An explanation point would, however, seem more suitable after such an experiment!

NOTES AND NEWS.

On Dec. 5 Professor William H. Holmes read a paper before the Anthropological Society of Washington, in which he connected some types of pottery from the extreme southern states with that of the Caribas, by means of the peculiar style of ornamentation, observed also on the wood-carving described in Prof. O. T. Mason's pamphlet on the Latimer collection and the Guede collection. In this same connection it is interesting to recall the observations of Prof. Jeffreys Wyman upon the evidence of cannibalism in the shell-heaps of the St. John's River, east Florida. Professor Wyman first came upon these evidences in 1861 and the results are stated in the seventh annual report of the Peabody Museum, published in 1874. With this bit of evidence, connecting the Caribas with southeastern United States, should also be associated the practice of some southern tribes of weaving a band of cotton or other textile above the calf of the leg so as to increase the size of the limb. This was found by the Caribas also. Not much weight should be given to the co-existence among the Caribas and the southern tribes of the sag unconscious and the blow-tube, because the last-named apparatus might be found wherever good straight reeds occur. The Cherokees, the Choctaws, the Chitimachas, the Attacapas, and perhaps some other tribes, make use of this weapon. It is interesting to mark that the Chitimachas anticipated the invention of the revolving fire-arm by employing the compound bow-tube by fastening four or more canes together, as the tubes in an organ or pan-pipe. Perhaps no one of these fragments would absolutely identify the Caribas with the southeastern Indians, but it would seem strange if a people who could navigate the Caribbean Sea in large open boats were incapable of crossing from Cuba to Florida.

-Nature announces the death of Baron von Billow, at Kiel. Von Billow's Observatory, better known, perhaps, as Bothkamp Observatory, was the first in Germany devoted to astro-physical researches, and it stands as a splendid monument to his interest in astronomy. By his death astronomical physics has lost one of its most enthusiastic supporters.

-Macmillan & Co. will publish very shortly a work on "Mental Development in the Child and the Race," by Prof. J. Mark Baldwin, of Princeton, editor of the Psychological Review and author of the "Hand-Book of Psychology," etc. This book is to be a contribution to genetic and comparative psychology. It will deal in detail with the child's mental growth, and with questions concerning the nature and capacities of the animal mind. Special treatment is given to the problem of the origin of the mental faculties, such as Attention, Memory, Speech, Handwriting, Imagination, Volition. Although the book is to be mainly scientific in its method and results, the author hopes to interest teachers of a psychological turn by such chapters as Educational Bearings of Imitation, Social Suggestion, Habit and Accommodation, etc.

-Wiedemann's Annalen der Physik und Chemie for November, says Nature, contains an interesting paper by R. Hennig, on the magnetic susceptibility of oxygen. The method employed, namely, the measurement of the displacement in a magnetic field of a short column of liquid in a slightly inclined capillary tube, due to the difference in the susceptibility of the two gases (oxygen and air) at the two ends of the liquid column, would hardly seem at first sight capable of giving very accurate values. The author, however, has obtained very fairly consistent results, and finds the value of \( 9.06 \times 10^{-6} \) for the difference between the susceptibility of oxygen and air at a temperature of about 26°C, and at pressures varying from 75 cm. of mercury to 328 cm. in
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